







MacDONALD v. MacDONALD and COOK

Supreme Court of the Northern Territory of Australia MUIRHEAD A.J.
25, 26 and 29 May 1987 at Darwin



Negligence -	Apportionment	of responsibility	Collision near junction - Plaintiff a	passenger in vehicle driven		by first defendant - Election to overtake creating a	dangerous situation - Second	defendant turning left	too fast -	Long grass a substantial interruption to views of both drivers Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1980 s.13.


Statute -	Interpretation -	'Resident of	the Territory' Motor Accidents (Compensation) Act 1979 s.4.


Damages - Personal injuries - Various lacerations - Fracture of right upper arm needing surgery - Restricted flexion and extension of right elbow - crepitus in right knee - scars at both joints causing embarrassment - Fracture of right little toe well healed Extensive dental treatment  Not incapacitated from employment if sought - No lump sum for economic loss - Disabilities affect role as housewife and mother plus some sporting activities sum  of  $32,000 awarded for pain and suffering together with loss of amenities - Interest on half to date of judgment - Supreme Court Act 1979 s.84.

CASES REFERRED TO:
Pennington v. Norris (1956) 96 CLR 17
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IN THE SUPREME COURT
OF THE NORTHERN TERRITORY OF AUSTRALIA
AT DARWIN No.480 of 1985
(8518219)	BETWEEN:
KERRY ANNE MacDONALD
Plaintiff


AND:
BRIAN WILLIAM MacDONALD

First Defendant


AND:
DAWN OLGA COOK
Second Defendant


MUIRHEAD A.J.


REASONS FOR JUDGMENT


The plaintiff brings this action to recover damages arising out of injuries she sustained in a motor accident which occurred in the northern suburbs of Darwin on the 12th April 1980.



On that occasion the plaintiff was  a passenger in a Kombi Van driven by the first defendant, Mr MacDonald, which came  into  collision  with  a Holden Monaro Sedan driven by the  second  defendant, Mrs Cook. The collision occurred at Vanderlin Drive, Malak, near the junction of that road and  Jarvis Street. The Kombi Van was being driven in an easterly direction along Vanderlin Drive and immediately  prior to the collision that vehicle was overtaking another vehicle travelling in the same direction. It had not regained the correct side of the road upon impact  and at that time it occupied the right hand or southern section of Vanderlin Drive. The vehicle driven by the second defendant, Mrs Cook, had travelled north along Jarvis Street which forms a junction from the south and she was executing a left hand turn to travel west along Vanderlin Drive. It was in such circumstances that the two vehicles came into collision, the front offside of the Kombi Van impacting with the front section of the Holden, probably also towards the offside of that section. It was close to what is colloquially referred to as a 'head-on collision' or in Mr Reilly's terms a ''full frontal'' collision.

As a consequence of the accident both the plaintiff and her husband sustained serious injury, although the latter's injuries are not now an issue.

The	plaintiff	sues	both	defendants	in

negligence.	The	substantial
 allegations
 pleaded

against MacDonald are that he drove at an excessive speed, failed to keep an adequate lookout and overtook the other eastbound vehicle when it was not safe to do so. As against the defendant Cook, it is alleged she drove at an excessive speed, failed to keep a proper lookout and turned left into Vanderlin Drive when it
was not safe to do so. are	pleaded,	but
 Other particulars of negligence those	mentioned	have	primary
relevance.	The	defendants, by	leave have	instituted
Third Party proceedings, one against the other, claiming contribution and indemnity.

The Statement of Claim also alleges that at the time  of  the  accident the  plaintiff  was  not  a
resident of this Territory within the meaning of the Motor   Accidents    (Compensation) Act   (1979).	The consequence of that plea is that if it is sustained the
plaintiff is not limited to damages for pain and suffering and loss of amenities, and her damages may thus be assessed at large on a traditional basis.

I deal with the question of liability and the question of residency before turning to the question of damages.


The accident occurred towards the close of the 1980 wet season. The junction in question was  in an area then the subject of housing development.  It was an area with which neither the plaintiff nor her husband were familiar. The roadways in question had been formed and bitumenized with concrete curbing. The footpaths had not been constructed and the south-west corner of the junction was covered with long grass, including spear grass of varying heights, extending to about 6 feet. The curb forming the south-west corner was rounded but there can be no doubt that the grass referred to constituted a substantial interruption, if not obstruction, to the views of the respective drivers.

Both the plaintiff and her husband, the first defendant, gave evidence as to the occurrence. I found both to be objective with no tendency to exaggerate or cast blame. Their accounts received some verification from an independent witness, Bruce Holloway, then an off-duty police officer who was also travelling east along Vanderlin Drive approximately 200 metres behind MacDonald's vehicle.

The second defendant, Mrs Cook, gave evidence and she was a witness of truth. Like all witnesses her recollection was dimmed by the passage of seven years

since the occurrence. She herself suffered injury and to her it was a frightening episode. She was driving a vehicle, which was not her own, and with which she was not experienced. She lived in the area and was familiar with the locality. Naturally enough her evidence was to some extent the result of reconstruction. I also heard evidence from Karen Brough who at that time was a police officer in charge of investigation at the scene, and from Frederick Trappit, the driver of the vehicle which was being, or had been, overtaken by the first defendant's Kombi Van when the impact occurred. Unfortunately, I have not had the benefit of a sketch or scale plan, nor of
measurements of junction.	The
 the	roadways		or photographs	are
 the		mouth	of of	assistance
 the in
assessing the nature of the grass I have referred to, the position of a street sign indicating Jarvis Street and the position of the vehicles at rest. Caution must however be exercised in drawing conclusions as to distances and the like from the photographs. In reaching my findings I cannot fix a point of impact, but the area of impact and its position on Vanderlin Drive, qua the centre of that road can be assessed with some confidence.


I do not propose to particularize the evidence of each witness. It suffices to say that I make the following findings.

Photograph Exhibits P2 and Pl2 suffice to explain the general nature of the junction, two well formed roads of average suburban width meeting at a well constructed junction, the roads itumenized from kerb to kerb. A road sign 'Jarvis Street' was erected on a steel pole, pointing to the south and erected on the northern side of Vanderlin Drive, some 2-3 metres north of the northern kerb and a short distance to the west of the extension of the western kerb alignment of
Jarvis Street (see Exhibit P2).	-r	find that a	driver
approaching the junction from the west along Vanderlin Drive, had a view of the top section of houses erected on the eastern side of Jarvis Street to the south of the junction. I find that the grass I have referred to did create, possibly an obstruction, but certainly a substantial interruption to the respective views of the two defendants across the south-western corner of the junction. As the first defendant was travelling on the southern section of Vanderlin Drive, i.e on the right side of that road rather than the left, the mutual opportunities of the drivers to see the approach of the other vehicle were reduced. I accept the evidence of Karen Brough that  the driver  of a  sedan car  turning

left at the junction, on the course adopted by the second defendant, could not see the approach of vehicles approaching from the west until the front section of that car encroached onto the southern side of Vanderlin Drive. I now set out my findings as  to the first defendant's approach to the junction.

Mr MacDonald was, as I have said, unfamiliar with the area. He was on his way home from work. His driving position in the Kombi Van was at least a little higher than the normal driver's position in a sedan car. The general area was scattered with houses, but between Patterson Street, which formed a junction from the south, 200 metres or so to the west of the junction, to the junction itself there were no houses. But there were, as I have found, houses along the eastern side of Jarvis Street, the top sections of which would have been visible and there were houses with a frontage to Vanderlin drive to the east of the junction.

No urgency attached to the first defendant's journey. Traffic was light, conditions dry. He found himself behind the Toyota driven by Trappit which was travelling between 20-30 MPH and which was carrying a substantial load of garden refuse which probably impeded MacDonald's view. He elected to overtake - to

him the road ahead presented no threat to the safety of this manoeuvre. But he was aware of the grass fringed highway and I find that at the time he decided to pass the top section of the houses on Jarvis Street would have been visible. At no stage did he see the steel sign. Its presence, as Mr Reilly submitted, was probably concealed, at least until he drew roughly level to the front of the Toyota. At that stage it would have been visible but his attention was directed I conclude to the more immediate task of concentrating on his course. He accelerated to 35-40 MPH and his van occupied the right hand side of the roadway. He did not consider the possibility of a junction. He agreed in evidence that he would not have overtaken the Toyota if he had been aware of its presence. But in my view such presence could not safely be excluded and he should have delayed until he could assess the situation ahead in confidence. The danger of overtaking at a junction is well recognized. I find that after he drew a little ahead of the Toyota he diverted his attention from the road ahead, to his near side rear vision mirror, to ensure it was safe to regain the correct side of the roadway. I find that this probably coincided in time with the first emergence of the Holden on to the roadway ahead and that he did not see it until it was well on its turn. Thus, when he saw it, there was no effective evasive action he could








take. I find his vehicle was then travelling in the vicinity of 40 MPH - 60 feet per sec. It was his election to overtake in that area which gave rise to the dangerous situation. His conduct fell short of the standard of care required of a driver undertaking such a manoeuvre and he created a risk which he should have foreseen. As I have implied, a little patience would have avoided the dangerous situation which eventuated.

I have mentioned earlier that the second defendant was not altogether familiar with the Holden she was driving although she was well aware of the obstruction on her left. I cannot accept as accurate her ''belief'' that she halted before entering Vanderlin Drive and I find she did not stop. It would have been wise to do so. Caution dictated that her entry on to the roadway should indeed have been slow.  Her proximity to the high grass on her left resulted in virtually a total obstruction of her view in that direction. I find that her speed as she turned to the left was maintained in the region of 10-15 MPH. I can make no precise finding but her evidence as to checking her speedometer on her approach was a little difficult to evaluate and it is probable that at about this stage she experienced some difficulty with her vehicle - more powerful than that she habitually drove. Naturally enough she concentrated her attention upon the roadway



to the right as she turned; one does not normally expect to find a vehicle occupying the wrong side of the carriageway in such circumstances. But as her view was shrouded it was a risk which the law required her to anticipate. I do accept her evidence that about
50 metres separated the vehicles when she became aware of the first defendant's approach and that she halted her car immediately prior to impact. I find that her speed on turning was in the circumstances too high, that care dictated a slower speed and that upon impact her car was facing almost due west and was in fact wholly on Vanderlin Drive probably a little to the west of the junction.

After somewhat anxious consideration I have concluded that she was negligent and that such negligence contributed to the collision and the plaintiff's consequential injuries. Accepting her familiarity with the junction I find that she had a reasonable opportunity by positioning her vehicle and regulating its speed to ensure that Vanderlin Drive was clear before she drove out on to the southern section. As events occurred I find she drove on to that section under circumstances which denied her the opportunity of ensuring it was safe to do so. I find the  plaintiff has proved that the second defendant was negligent and that such negligence contributed to her injuries.

It is	not easy	in a	case such determine to what degree the conduct of the
 as this	to respective
defendants	''diverged	from	the	standard''	of	care
required. The negligence of neither was gross, nor really culpable within the principles enunciated by Pennington v. Norris (1956) 96 CLR 17. Section 13 of the Law Reform (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1980 requires that the amount of contribution should be such "as is found by the court to be just and equitable, having regard to the extent'' of responsibility for the damage.

Here I take into account that the first defendant elected to occupy the southern side of Vanderlin Drive when it was unsafe to do so, that he can truly be said to have created the situation of danger and that he was unable to take effective steps to minimize or reduce the violence of the collision. The second defendant merely executed a left hand turn a little too fast, at all times her course was lawful and, as I have found, she stopped her car at about the moment of impact. I find therefore that the first defendant's contribution should be assessed at 80% of the plaintiff's damages, the second defendant's at 20%.

I turn to the question of damages. In view of the concessions of counsel it is not necessary for


me to deal at length with the statutory limits on the plaintiff's entitlement imposed by the Motor Accidents (Compensation) Act, as it applied at the time of the accident. At the time she suffered injury  the plaintiff was neither a resident of the Territory within the meaning of Section 4 and the evidence before me proves that she had no ''intention of so residing'' when she entered the Territory. She is entitled to damages assessed on a ''traditional basis".

The plaintiff was 19 years of age when injured; she is now a married woman with two children aged about 5 and 2 years respectively. She left High School after her 3rd year, she had no specialized skills in work but had been engaged in sporadic employment. She had not been successful in obtaining work during her short stay in Darwin. During that period and until the end of the financial year ended 30th June 1985 she received Social Service benefits. She was a fit and active person, who enjoyed ordinary sporting activities. I assess her as being both intelligent and attractive.

She was not rendered unconscious in the accident but her memory is hazy until she was admitted to the Darwin Hospital shortly after the accident. At the time she was found to be distressed and she had


suffered lacerations to her	lower lip, her right	knee
and	right fracture of
 toe. the
 X-rays	revealed right	upper	arm
 a	supracondylar which,	after	two
surgical procedures, was reduced and fixed in position. She suffered substantial damage to her teeth. She remained  in  hospital  for  approximately  one   month
i.e. until the 11th May 1980, when she returned to her parents' home in Perth. There, wires which had been utilized in securing the elbow fracture were removed. She then came under the care of Dr B.S.Slinger of West Perth.  At the time he first  saw her in May 1980,  the
right arm was	immobilized in
some swelling and tenderness foot.	Further	X-rays	of
 a full	arm plaster	and
was present in the	right the	elbow	confirmed		the
fracture which by The fracture	of
 then had been	placed in		alignment. the	right	little	toe	showed	some
displacement plaster was physiotherapy
 but	it	appeared removed		and	the
to	restore	right
 to	be	uniting.		The plaintiff	underwent arm	function.	The
fracture of both the elbow and the right little toe consolidated and both fractures proceeded to satisfactory consolidation. Dr Slinger again saw the plaintiff  for   medico-legal   purposes   on   the 11th December 1985. His observations confirmed the plaintiff's evidence at trial. At that stage she was suffering some pain and stiffness associated with some limitation of movement of the right arm which hampered

her activities associated with care of the two children which had been born since the accident. She suffered some crepitus in the right knee and pain associated with pressure  on  that knee.   Dr Slinger  noted  that
flexion	and	extension	of	the	right	elbow	were
0	C>
restricted in the limits of	30-100 11 with some loss	of
the carrying angle''. There was no interference with essential right knee joint function but discomfort was elicited ''upon palpitation at the patello-femoral joint".

He concluded his report of 8th May 1986 (Exhibit P5) as follows:-

''This lady sustained injuries in the road traffic accident.			She		appears to have		made further recovery		from		the fracture	of		the right foot at		which no		symptoms at	present are evinced.	She		appears to have		sustained soft tissue injury to	the right knee to		the area of the patello-femoral joint from		which she has	continuing symptoms	and of		course, has a	significant			disability at	the	right elbow with pain		and stiffness.	Symptoms			as described are		likely		to be	permanent,		are unlikely to require any additional treatment, unlikely to be associated with any		premature degenerative change			and I would recommend finalization of any claim under consideration."


These findings are essentially consistent with those of Mr Robert Genat, Orthopaedic Surgeon, who examined the plaintiff for medico-legal purposes in July 1985. On examining the elbow he found a loss of

approximately 2a°	extension and
 C
40   of	flexion	{when

compared with the left elbow) with pain at the extremes of flexion. The plaintiff's ability to rotate the forearm was not hampered. He concluded that the plaintiff had suffered a permanent disability which he equated to 20% of the right arm. The actual surface of the elbow joint was not involved and Mr Genat does not anticipate subsequent degenerative changes in that joint. He considers that the articular surface of the patella suffered some injury in the accident which has given rise to the symptoms of pain upon  pressure. There is a ''slight possibility'' of some degenerative arthritis developing in this area, but as I understood his evidence this is unlikely. In addition to these injuries the plaintiff has a puckered scar about 10 ems in length and 1 cm in width, running from the point of the elbow up the outside of the upper arm. He noted a further puckered scar evidencing the blow received on the kneecap. I accept the plaintiff's evidence that
these scars tend towards a bluish hue when cold.	They
cause some embarrassment to the plaintiff and on inspection they are prominent and apparently permanent. I term them unpleasant, but not disfiguring.  The injury to the little toe is well healed. She experiences some discomfort if she kicks an object.

The injuries	to the	plaintiff's teeth			were extensive.	In		August 1983	three		of the		teeth			were extracted and	a partial		denture		was inserted			as		an interim	procedure.	Eventually,			in	February				1984 porcelain was fused on a metal bridge and the plate was dispensed with.			The treatment		(which involved			other procedures) involved	approximately			10 visits		to			the plaintiff's dentist, Mr Mike Sturgeon.	Before the work. was carried out			the plaintiff	tolerated the	position for some 2 or 3		years and suffered some	embarrassment over this period. Save for the fact that she has lost natural teeth there is no evidence to suggest that her future dental health has been adversely affected.

Whilst the Statement of Claim alleges that the plaintiff has suffered ''a diminution of her earning capacity'' there is really no evidence at all to justify an assessment of general damages for economic loss.  As I stated the past working history was sporadic, and the plaintiff does not appear to have seriously sought paid employment since. She herself does not assert her injuries have incapacitated her from employment (see Exhibit P14 - Answers 15 and 17). Her earlier work was associated with floristry, cleaning and the like. In the predictable future she will be occupied in caring
for home elect	to
 and children. work	in
 Should she,	in later	years,
strenuous	fields	(which	is








conjectural) she will be disadvantaged. Some heavy tasks would be beyond her but it is improbable she will seek work in such fields. The probabilities are that she will care for her children for some years, and if later she does seek work, it will be in fields of interest to her and within her present capacities. I have no foundation upon which to assess a lump sum in general damages for economic loss.   To do so would be
wrong, but in assessing damages for loss of amenities I
take into account that in the future some activities will be restricted and under some circumstances difficult and uncomfortable.

I make allowance for	her pain and in	hospital	and	during	convalescence,
 
suffering for	the
restriction which the arm disability imposes upon every day activities including the care of the house and children. I take into account that some sporting activities such as skating, tennis, squash - activities involving repetitive elbow movements are beyond her.

Doing the best I can I assess general damages for pain and suffering and loss of amenities in the sum of $32,000. Dental expenses are agreed in the sum of
$4,166.50. No other special damages are claimed.








Pursuant to Section 84 of the Supreme Court Act the plaintiff is entitled to interest on that sum. I allow such interest@ 6% per annum on one-half of the general damages $16,000 from the date of the accident (12-4-1980) until this day, a figure of $6,844.80.

The plaintiff will have judgment against the defendants assessed as follows:



General damages for
and loss of amenities

$32,000.00
Special damages
$ 4,166.50
Interest
$ 6,844.80

$43,011.30

pain and suffering









As between the defendants who have raised the issues of contribution and indemnity between themselves in the Third Party proceedings ordered to be tried with the primary issues, I order that the first defendant's contribution to the damages should be 80% ($34,409.04), the second defendant to contribute the balance ($8,602.26).

The plaintiff must have her taxed costs of action against the defendants, but I will hear counsel before finalizing the order as to costs.

